When Fortune 500 corporations, government customers, or any other enterprise applications concerned with critical security issues need a reliable solution in their day to day operations, more often than not, they turn to Software House and its security and event management technologies currently installed in thousands of facilities worldwide.

**Total Solution**

Software House has built a solid reputation in the security industry as an innovator of security and event management technologies. With its continuous investment in R&D, and the ability to leverage new technologies, Software House has reached technological excellence. Reliability, flexibility, and power are why many companies choose Software House solutions for their security needs. By holding true to those three qualities, Software House technologies have become the solution of choice for thousands of security-conscious businesses around the world. These solutions are put to the test every day at nearly 10,000 sites worldwide. They are designed to be a part of your business infrastructure and have been engineered to grow as your business grows. There’s no other security solution on the market that gives you the extraordinary level of control over their security systems whether large or small. Front and centre in the access control portfolio, the scalable C•CURE 9000 security management platform allows users to meet security needs from entry to enterprise level. Installations range from simple door controls to enterprise integrations with thousands of doors spanning many geographical areas around the world. Software House continues to offer complete solutions, providing products that increase efficiency and fit any budget while maintaining the same high standards for performance and quality.

**Seamless Integration**

With an open architecture and unsurpassed integration platform, Software House C•CURE solutions allow customers to integrate seamlessly with critical security and business applications giving users full control through a single user interface. Whether your business calls for highly elaborate integration between multiple systems, or a simple connection between an alarm and a camera, Software House delivers the right solutions and the right level of integration. C•CURE can be integrated with a variety of third-party products from video and intercom to intrusion and fire detection. Software House continues its commitment to expanding these products and services to meet the diverse and growing needs of its customers.

Software House solutions include the innovative C•CURE 9000 security and event management system and the C•CURE 800/8000 access control solution, and a wide-range of complementary hardware products.

**Dealer Program**

The Software House Dealer Certification Program is one of the industry’s most rigorous technical certification programs, designed to ensure that only the most highly trained security integrators install and support Software House solutions. These elite certifications (Enterprise Partner, Advanced Integrator, and Certified Integrator) are awarded to integrators who successfully complete our intensive training and evaluation program. Before being certified and admitted into the program, integrators must have established procedures and a proven operating infrastructure. They must demonstrate a strong commitment to customer satisfaction by providing the following:

- 24/7 coverage to the end user
- Testing and diagnostics capabilities
- Remote/on-site troubleshooting resources
- CAD or equivalent drawing and design capabilities
- Adequate in-house supply inventory

Trusting your security installation to an integrator should not be a leap of faith. It should be based on sound, indisputable facts. Our integrators combine a proven performance record with staying on top of the latest innovations in security to provide the best service available. Each integrator has a history of customer satisfaction.

An integrator with a Software House Certification Seal that responds to your request for information signifies that they have:

- Up-to-date Factory trained technicians on staff
- Continuous access to the most current Software House product releases
- Demonstrated Software House product expertise through customer implementation
- Disaster recovery

It also ensures that they have been trained on the latest industry standards and have a high level of IT knowledge in the following areas, depending on level of certification:

- The most current operating systems
- Microsoft and Cisco Certification - MCP, MCTS, MCTS SQL, MCITP DBA, CCNA*
- Networking Knowledge
- Database administration
- SQL Server 2012

“The rigorous standards set by Software House to achieve certification guided our growing company in making many sound business decisions related to training and core competencies that are necessary to be the best in our field. The systems we put in place facilitated our growth and continuously benefit our customers.”

JOE MASCIOCCO

Security Integrations
Access Control & Event Management

Software House offers two powerful, network-ready controllers that support up to 32 readers and allow our integrators to offer the most demanding access control requirements: iSTAR Edge, iSTAR Ultra and iSTAR Ultra SE. Together these two controllers form the core of the Software House hardware platform. Featuring advanced encryption and backup communication paths, the iSTAR design is among the industry’s most reliable and secure.

iSTAR Edge
iSTAR Edge is a powerful, IP edge based access control device that provides a strong feature set to secure any door. Available in one, two or four-reader models to provide the right size controller for your specific application and its optional Power over Ethernet (PoE) module provides ample power for two doors.

iSTAR Ultra and Ultra SE
Taking a hybrid approach, iSTAR Ultra supports up to 32 readers, which can be combination of hardwired doors (up to 16) and ASSA ABLOY Aperio wireless locksets. A hardened Linux kernel used for its operating system helps improve the security and scalability of the system. The strong feature set answers the most demanding access control requirements of enterprise and government applications. Rack-mount and wall-mount options provide installation flexibility.

Controllers

Readers & Locks

Software House Multi-Technology Readers provide the industry’s first multi-protocol, multi-frequency solution with their ability to read multiple smart card technologies and most of the common proximity cards simultaneously. The Software House Multi-Technology Reader with Indala Support reads both HID® and Indala® proximity cards simultaneously, while also reading multiple 13.56 MHz smart card technologies – including MIFARE Classic, Plus encrypted Sectors and DESFire EV1 serial number.

Biometric Readers

The demand for biometric readers has been on the rise as people endeavor to keep their lives and work environments more secure without compromising user convenience.

Locks

Whether it be electronic, wireless IP-enabled Wi-Fi or PoE Locks, all integrate with C•CURE 9000 creating a cost-effective and scalable access control solution. The locks combine all of the familiar alarm components found on C•CURE 9000. Monitoring a door, deadbolt and lock synchronisation status has never been easier. The locks also utilise the existing LAN network for both power and data, eliminating the need for an additional power supply or electrical wiring for added cost-savings.
Badging Solutions

C•CURE ID Badging Solutions provide all necessary components for a high performance, cost-effective identification management solution to complement your C•CURE security system.

C•CURE ID Badging Software

Access control cards are essential for security, but can also be a powerful way to communicate your company’s message to employees and the public. C•CURE ID utilises Microsoft .NET guidelines for the GUI which enables you to create professional and sophisticated badges.

Integrated Solutions

For a total integrated security management solution, Software House provides integration with various security and business applications that can be easily managed from the C•CURE platform. These integrated applications can control many elements of a facility from video solutions and intrusion detection, to intercoms, mobile devices, and more.

- Video including: American Dynamics, exacqVision, Verint Nextra, OnSSI, Sony, Salient Systems, DVTel®, NICE®, Genetec, Bosch, Pelco, Digifort, Avigilon, VideoIQ, March Networks, Milestone, ViconNet, Xtralis.
- Intrusion including: DSC, Visonic, Bosch and Honeywell
- Alarm Management
- Visitor Management
- Fire Alarm Management
- Elevator Integration
- Business Continuity/Redundancy
- Credential Validation
- Communications
- Asset Management
- Physical Security Information Management
- Real-Time Location System
- License/Number Plate Recognition

The “Software House Connected” Platform Integration Program joins developers across industries to create powerful converged business and security applications. The program is based on the C•CURE 9000 Software Development Kit (SDK) which provides the framework for solid communication with the C•CURE 9000 Security and Event Management System.

This program provides specific guidelines and support throughout the development process ensuring fewer errors, more rigorous testing, and future-proof integration. And with the “Software House Connected” signature, developers across all industries can leverage our leading brand name.

Using the C•CURE 9000 SDK’s unique set of code and instructions, you can utilize subcomponents of the C•CURE 9000 system to create, read, write, and edit objects. With these essential components, you can develop integrated applications that link seamlessly with C•CURE 9000, creating powerful, converged business and security applications.

C•CURE User Groups are independent, knowledge sharing communities for all C•CURE users or those considering adding C•CURE to their business infrastructure.

These independent groups represent a broad range of industries and work in partnership with Software House, the creators of C•CURE 800/8000 and C•CURE 9000. The user groups enable users to learn more about C•CURE and deliver excellent return on investment by providing the opportunity to work with Software House personnel, sharing knowledge and influencing future product development.
To take our customers to the next level of security, we offer the ability to “unify” their security systems. C•CURE 9000 system unified with American Dynamics’ victor Professional Site Manager provides the industry’s first and only true all-inclusive, multi-dimensional real-time security solution. Single server, database and Unified Security Client application provides seamless unification of dispersed and best-of-breed video, access control, intrusion, fire, real-time location, and other supported security products for situational awareness.